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Introduction

The issues identified here were identified in a process and task analysis of the work of a
multidisciplinary medical team (MDT) and their meetings (MDTM). Structures are evolving
and issues are emerging with respect to work processes. Problems are identified that are
associated with the handling of ‘consultations’ and ‘referrals’ to members of the MDT and
are summarised in Table I. There are lesser associated issues when ‘referring back’.

An individual patient is assigned under the care of a single doctor and that doctor may
consult with others or pass the care to another doctor (specialist). The consultation or trans-
fer is usually initiated by letter (or phone call) between the referring doctor and the specialist
they expect will be better able to look after that patient. Traditionally the specialist will ar-
range to see the patient for assessment and will then make a decision on management.

Structures are changing and the development of MDTs has had an impact on how pa-
tients are being managed. Services are being delivered through specialist centres, dispersed
geographically and linked via teleconferencing technology. In tandem with service restruc-
turing, the level of MDT working in increasing with a resultant increase in the number of
patients being managed through MDTMs. There is more shared, or collective, responsibility
among MDT members (even though patients are technically assigned to one doctor).

Some problem areas have been identified in the handover of patients within a single
multidisciplinary team, between different teams and between different hospitals that need
to be resolved for the system to be efficient. The question “So, who is looking after this
patient?” may not be so easily answered and may become even more difficult to answer in
the future if systems are not in place to explicitly designate tasks and responsibilities.

Method

An ethnographical approach was taken to examine patient management work processes, that
involved participant observation, interviews and the study of artefacts.

Problem areas

Two particular areas are highlighted: a) that of maintaining continuity of care and b) the
sharing and exchange of patient artefacts (radiology and pathology) between hospitals, es-
pecially radiological image sets.

With a single MDT in a single hospital doctor-doctor handover is usually done at the
MDT meeting. Between different MDTs at the same hospital handover is passed via an
individual MDT member on one team to an individual MDT member on another team.
Between different hospitals it becomes more complex and is represented in Figure 1. The
distinction between ‘consultations’ and ‘referrals’ is blurred for all scenarios and often is
only evident following assessment. Table I summarises the issues.



Table I. Issues identified with patient consults and referrals.
Activity Issues
Transfer within MDT Appropriate record keeping at meeting
Consultation between MDTs and Follow-up on task assigned
Transfer between MDTs
(same hospital)

Consultation and /or Obtaining appropriate information for consult (avoid repeating tests)
Transfer from Standards used in radiology and pathology
different hospital Lack of suitable hospital record and work record

Repeat tests with possible possible discrepancies

Which report? Determining if MDT/individual report is valid when discrepancies, or differences, in opinion

Table II. Patient cases, pathology samples and radiological images at a sample of MDTMs from Kane et al.
(2007).

Meeting
ID

Patient
cases

Patients
with
imaging

Total
studies

External
studies

Patients with
Pathology

No.
Pathology
specimens

External
pathology

Mean 6.7 5 8.1 3.8 5.4 12.9 2.4

A substantial number of problems are associated with the sharing and exchange of ra-
diology and pathology materials between centres. Table II is summary data generated from
a sample of meetings (2005) with respect to the numbers of patients discussed, the amount
of materials (artefacts) associated with each patient and the proportion of those that were
generated at another institution and needed to be located and reviewed.
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Figure 1. Consultation and Transfer of patients via MDT meeting..

Up to 80% of the material to be reviewed on a single patient can be produced externally.
Problems are experienced with a large proportion of images: traditional film may be in-
complete and electronic image data submitted on disc may not be readable on local system.
Scanned film onto disc may not be easily viewed or manipulated. Proposed solutions (for
Table I) include the development of EHR complementary, but MDT centred, tools on PDAs.
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